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Analysis of the Strain-Rate Sel.sitivity at High Strain Rates in FCC and

BCC Netals

Paul S. Follansbee

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NH, 87S45, USA

-.

At

ABSTWiCT: The development of a constitutive model based on the use of

internal state variables and phenomenological models describing glide

kinetics is reviewed. Application of the ❑odel to the deformation of

fcc metals and alloys is illustrated, with an emphasis on the behavior

at high strain rates. Preliminary results in pure iron and 4340 steel

are also presented. Deformation twinning is observed in iron samples

deformed in the Hopkinson pressure bar. The influcncc of twinning ,In

the proposed constitutive formalism is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

the previous O<ford International Confercncc, Foll:inshee, Kocks, and

Rcgazzoni (1984) analyzed the requirements for a transition in defer.matiol~

mechanism from tllcrmal activation control to dislocation drag control with

increasing str~in rate . Ileasuremetlts in OFE copper welt presented alon~

:;
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even the highest strain rates possible in a split Hopkinson pressure b-r,

and that Eq. (1) could not be ❑ade to fit the experimental results unless

the mobile dislocation density was given a stress dependence.

In subsequent work, Follansbee (1985) and Follansbee, Kocks, and Regazzoni

(1985) verified that the mechanical threshold stress ❑easured on copper

samples deformed to the same strain varied with the imposed strain rate,

and that the strain-rate variation became stronger at high strain rates.

This implied that in order to evaluate Eq. (1) at a constant state, the

strain-rate dependence of structure evolution had to be separated from the

strain-rate dependence at constant structure. Follansbec and Kocks (1988)

did this for copper, and Fig. 1 shows the resulting variation with strain

rate of the flow stress at constant strain compared to the variation of

the flow stress at constant threshold stress. Note Lhat in the latter the

dramatically incteased strain-rate dependence at high sLrain rates

disappears,

The purpose of this paper is to bricf”ly review the model thnt was applied

to the deformation of copper and to review the status of its ~pplication

Lo other fcc metals and to bcc metals. Particular tittcl~tion will be given

to the description of behavior at. high strain rates.

2. THE HECHA.NICAL THRESHOLD STRESS HODKL

This ❑odel has been described in detail by Kocks (19/6), Follanslmc and

Kocks (1988), Follansbee (1988u, 1988b), and Follunshcr nnd Gray (1989),

Tile applied stress required for deformation at any stntc (tho yield

st.rcss) is written as a combination of nn atherrnul component., a , and

several thermally activated components as
.a

(
o-- Qn = 2[4, (L7) 2,]” , (3)
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where c is the ❑echi.nical threshold stress that characterizes

disloca~ion/di slocation interactions, o is the ccmperature and strain-

rate dependent saturation value of ~ , ~~d 0 is the Stage 11 hardening

rate. When the function F equals unfty, Eq.0(6) d( fines the Vote law; che

previous work in copper showed that a more complicated funcLion F had to

be used to approximate the transition to State IV deformation that occurs

at large strains.

The Stage II hardening rate had previously been considered to be a

cons~ant (of order A/20), but the work in copper led to the conclusion

that when the strain rate was rqised above =103 s-’ , the Stage 11

hardenil}g rate took ori a mild strain-rate dependence thaL resulted in

rapid hardening and higher flow sttesses. It was proposed (Follansbee,

1988a) that the strain-rate dependence of # could bl~ a result of the high

stresses required for deformation in the ne~r yield regime where the

dislocation density is low. One of the implications of [his is that the
!Iigh strain-rate dependence of the flow stress should nol be found in

samples prestraincd at low strain ra~es then reloaded in the split

llopkinson pressure bar. Figure 2 shows measurements in copper of’ lhc flow

stress at 10% strain on annealed material and on samples prestrained 16.3%

at i-lO-S s- 1 followed by 58 at che Iligh strain rate. Tllc strain-rate

sensitivity is indeed lower for the prestrained material than for annealcfl

material. The solid lines in this figure show predictions from the model

dcscribcd by Follansbec and Kocks (1988). The agreement. with expcrimen~al

results is good for the samples with no prcstrain, but: the model

undcrl rC!(iiCLS tl~c stresses for the prcstrained samplrs. The dashed line

shows t-i~cpredicted stress lCVCIS at a strain of ?1 .3% nt the high strain

rate indicated. Note that following a strain rate incrcaso, the flow

stress approaches the level for deformation soLcly :IL t,hc higher strain

rate more rapidly than is prcdtctcd. This discrrl)nllry he[wecn the mode]
and lhc cxpcrimc~nt”nl re.sul1s wn.s Imtcd previously (set” Fir,. 12 in

Fo~lunst)oP und Kocks, 19R8).
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dislocation contribution wiLh k-1.5 (Follansbce et al, 1989). Alloying

with carbon also is found to influence the rate of hardening through the

‘f ’(c’T’ ‘em ‘nEq” ‘6)’ ‘imlly ’

carbon has sufficient mobility in the

n ckel lattice to promote dynamic strain aging at quasi-static strain

rates and room temperature. The contribution of strain aging is not

included in thb formalism outlined in the previous section.

Austenitic stainless steels represent a class of alloys w!th numerous

engineering applications. As in the Ni-C alloys, the addirion of

interstitial atoms (e.g., C, N, O) and substitutional atoms (e.g., Cr, Ni,

Al) lead to strongly r&te-dependent deformation. In our work, the

ti~reshold stress is estimated by measuring the strai~-:rate nnd temperature

dependence of the yield stress on identical samples (either annealed or

prestrained along a prescribed strain rate and temperature path) and then

extrapolating to T-OK according to Eqs. (3 and 5). With k-n-1 the

extrapolation is straightforward, but with -l there are too ❑any unknowns

in these equatior.s to allow a unique solution. The Ni-C study was designed

to systematically study the application of these equations by starting

with pure nickel and then adding small amounts of carbon. The situation

in austenitic stainless steels is too complex to easily separate each

strengthening contribution. Ilowever, we cnn be~in by defining two

classses: those that evolve with strnin and those chat are present in the

annealed condition and which are assumed to remain constant with strain.

The former contribution is considered to be due to the stored dislocation

density. Assuming k-1, which may be reasonable for a high volume fraction

of weak obstacles (interstitial and solute atoms) together with a low

density of str[ng obstacles (dislocations) (Kocks, 1980), Eq. (3) can be

rewritten as

(7)

with the s-values de.fined in Eq. (>).

Figure 4 shows yield stress mcasurcmcnts iI~Nltrolllc (4O stulnlcss SLC(’1

sainplos prcstraincd 41t 295K to c-O.1O at i-lf)-s s-] nnd aL i-SOOO ti-’. Tl~(*

rrsults are similar (o those reported in copprr In tlIiIlthe datti for thv

IWO prcstrain strain rtitcs fall a]onfi dlstiIIct L.\Irvrs,slmwinv, n straill-
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through strain hardening then gives a secand contribution co the flow

stress in pure bcc metals. Thus , even pure bcc metals are complicated by

k-2 in Eq. (3). Fortunately, the combination of ❑any weak obstacles

(Peierls barrier) with a few strong obstacles (dislocatior~s) is well

represented by n-1 in Eq. (3) SUCh that Eq. (7) again appl~-es. Thus) the

analysis procedure in pure bcc metals is identical to that described for

Nitronic 40. Figure 5 shows reload yield stress ❑easurements in all~~ealed

and quasi-statically and dynamically deformed magnetic iron. The solid

lil~es are fits to Eqs. (7 and 5). We assume that in the annealed condition

the dislocation density is negligible so that for these data u -O.

Choosing p-x, q-y, and i -107 s-l (which for simplicity will b: assumed to

apply to both contributions) , & least squares fit gives u ~-xyz and go-xyz,

Treating these as constant, the data for the deformed samples can be

analyzed to establish u We choose g -1 as representative of the higher

activation energy characteristic of di~focation/dislocation interactions.

The solid line through the data for the prestrained samples in Fig. 5

gives the fit to the data according to this procedure with o -xyz.
c

The interesting result in pure iron, which is independent of the analysis

described above, is chat there is no clear sLrain-rate dependence LO Lhe

hardening observed in Fig. 5. This is in contrast to the results reported

in the fcc metals (see Fig, 4). Fi8ure 6 shows similar data in 4340 steel

in the normalized and slow cooled (partially spherodized - noL

martensitic) condition. The data in this figure are complicated by the

difference in the measurd prestrain strains, but the results tend LO

suggest that in 43~+0 steel, the strain-rate dependent hardening has

reappeared,

Figures 7 and 8 show phot, ~iclol,rnphs taken from typical areas on quasi-

statical!y and dynamically deformed iron samples, respectively. The

difference in Lwin density ir. t:llesctwo nricrographs (S striking. TwinninC

is a deformation m~chanism that. is found in many ma~crials, particularly

low .sLacking fault energy fcc metals (s~lch as t.hc austel]itic stainless

,s~eels) and in bcc metals where the high tempet-ature and strain-rate

sensitivity of tt~~ yield stress CaII lead to high stresses (exceedin~ LIIe

stress required LO nuclcatc and grow twins) at low temperatures nnd t~i~l~

strain rates Tl~e accommodation of” strain by Lwinninp, would lead t.o u lower
:;tor{~ddisloc:lt ion density aI~cltlIus n lower })i]rdel}il:y, rat t) ,1s (.xpl”l!;sv(l I)y

Eq. (6). Conversely, if twin I)oulldarics l)r-ovid~~ [III obsl;Irl(I [(I dislo(.a[ ion

~l;(lc, t}lc[}LI)C yield s~.rcss could increusc. 111pul’c iron, C}IcI[“ormcr

Iikcly d[]min:ltes, ;Ill(!H.s a r{’.sul( ~he I]ip,h t~:lrdt,l~iI]?,({Ii.sIocnt 1011 st (Jtil[F,(>)

I-ate fouI”Id OL low st rmirls III [’cc mrtnls (Iisul)l,enls,Wli[I~-r/ISI,urc il-,)[~
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hardening. Measurements over a wide strain range are required, however, LO

fully evaluate the suitability of Eq. (6) in describing strain hardening.

This work %s currently underway in pure iron and 4340 steel.

5. SU?IMARY

A constitutive formalism for deformation over a wide range of strait

rates, temperatures, and strains has been applied to several pure fcc

❑etals and to several fcc alloys. The formalism is based on the use of

internal state variables and a phenomenological understanding of the

kinetics of dislocation glide, dislocation storage, and dynamic recovery.

lixperim~ntal techniques have been established to ❑easure the internal

state. variables and the activation energies that characterize

dislocation/obstacle interactions, These techniques jnvolve measurement of

the temperature and strain-rate dependent yield stress in samples deformed

according to various strain rate, strain, and temperature histories.

Because we are mostly interested in the behavior at high strain rates, wc

restrict our yield stress ❑easurements to room temperature and below.

Yield stress measurements in the Hopkinson bar are inaccurate and are not

included in the correlations, except in ❑aterials with very low strain

hnrdening rates which allow accurate back-t~xtrapolated definitions of

yield stre~s.

An l’nderlying concept of the analysis is that we wish to establish

correlations that are valid in a certain mechanistic regime, .Ind we

restrict the analysis to this regime. For example, the formi]lism as

outlined in section 2 is not capable of describing high temperature, low

strain rate (creep) deformation. The contribution of dynamic strain aging

nlso can complicate the analysis. However, the elevated temperature, high

strain rate behavior may be well described by correlations established by

low temperature, low to medium strniu rate experiments because of the

strong strain-rate dependencies of diffusion-controlled processes.

Tllc u%(! of m{!tallonrapk,y and trnllsmission t!l(!c~ronmicroscopy is nno[.hcr

moal~s t.o check tlla[ Lht? detormaLioll mt’chanisrns that arc modeled nrc indcf!d

act iV(?. This WJS illustrated by thr clcnr diff”crencrs In tllo

microst.ructurtms in doformccf iron stlowl) in Figs. 1 and 8.

1%~ rapid dis]ocut Jell ~,vlwrntion l“ilt(lS Ol)SV1-VCd ilt tli~,tl struill (“:11(”:”III

copper mId Ilickel m:ly I](I a ~,t’ncr.~1plwnomvlm[} in t’rr metals , {11 thou}:h t }10
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